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Abstract

Even though the simulations used to predict failure are becoming increasingly

predictive, complex multiaxial loading tests are still required to validate the

design of structural components in a wide range of industries. Large specimen

testing often requires two different scales. A global Far Field to obtain bound-

ary conditions and a local Near Field to evaluate strain gradients around dis-

continuities such as bolts, notches… The main goal of this study is to provide a

continuous displacement over the whole specimen surface integrating data

from multiple cameras. In this paper, we propose a new methodology that gen-

erates 3D displacements determined by finite-element stereo digital image cor-

relation in the Near Field and in the Far Field using a unique fractal speckle

pattern and an off-line determined texture. The displacements are obtained in

the same coordinate system and on the same mesh. Satisfactory data fusion

from both Near Field and Far Field images of a biaxial test on a notched lami-

nate composite was obtained with a refined mesh at the notch tip. This meth-

odology can be applied to any tests requiring multiple camera systems and will

support the use of the finite-element digital image correlation framework as an

experimental-numerical efficient technique.

KEYWORD S

camera cluster calibration, fractal speckle, multiscale, near-field/far-field measurement,
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Composite structures are now widely used in most transportation vehicles, especially in the aerospace and astronautics
fields [1]. In practice, the development and certification of these structures is still based on experimental validations in
an approach known as the ‘test pyramid’, originally developed by Rouchon [2]. The concept has also been used in other
fields such as automotive engineering [3] or wind turbines. The base of the pyramid, at the coupon level, enables allow-
able values and their scatter to be obtained. Tests are performed on coupons under uniaxial loading. The upper levels of
the pyramid enable model validation. These resort to much more complex tests on specimens that are increasingly close
in shape and size to the final design of the various parts. The complexity of these tests gives rise to two major issues.
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First, unlike uniaxial coupon testing, the stress state resulting from the displacement/force applied by the remote
actuators cannot be accurately determined in most cases. In fact, the redundancy of the load paths and the dependence
of the test machine stiffness on the specimen under test make it difficult to have a transfer function that would relate
the actuator displacement to the actual boundary conditions applied to the specimen. It is therefore necessary to moni-
tor the test in situ in order to identify them. Strain gages have long been the primary means of monitoring structural
tests. Indeed, the use of such high-resolution sensors judiciously placed around the region of interest (ROI) in a region
that remained sound (test body) enabled the actual load and moment fluxes applied to the specimen to be estimated [4].
The emergence of stereo digital image correlation (SDIC) methods helped greatly with these issues with 3D displace-
ments that can now be measured on the surface of the specimen over time [5]. Digital image correlation is based on the
premise that changes in the image grey levels result from the mechanical transformation of the observed object. Tradi-
tionally, DIC techniques involve minimizing a parameter that measures the difference between the grayscale values in
the original (undeformed) image and the deformed image. DIC methods generally fall into two main categories: subset-
based methods, also known as local approaches, involve searching for displacements as piecewise polynomials (often
linear or quadratic) within a set of small, typically square, subsets of the entire ROI, leading to a large amount of small
and independent problems. Conversely, global approaches seek the displacement as a linear combination of globally
defined shape functions (usually finite elements [FEs], splines, closed forms …). The minimization of the criteria across
the entire ROI simultaneously leads to one single but larger problem.

Second, when instrumenting a large structure, multiple cameras are often required to achieve the desired measure-
ment resolution at a given scale [6–8]. For example, consider an extreme case such as the inspection of 50-m-long wind
turbine blades [7]. It is clearly impossible to capture a displacement gradient under the chord scale with a single stereo
camera rig that would film the entire blade. Therefore, several systems are used along the blade's span. For very specific
cases, such as mode shape determination, a single stereo camera rig can be used and moved along the structure to cap-
ture images of different sections. The global structural mode shape has to be reconstructed in a post-processing step,
using a complex stitching of the independent stereo measurements [9]. When structural details are expected to occur, a
multiscale analysis might be preferred. In practice, instead of paving the space with a multitude of stereo camera rigs of
equivalent optical resolution [8], one can imagine adding higher resolution images in regions where higher gradients
are expected [10–12]. In the present study, the far-field (FF) is required to provide access to the global behaviour of the
specimen and the near-field (NF) is needed to obtain accurate displacement gradients around the notch. However, such
multiscale measurements come with calibration and data merging issues [13].

The relative positioning of multiple stereo rigs must be estimated. A calibration step is thus required. This problem
has been addressed in the literature. Several methods have been identified to position the NF camera rig relative to the
FF one. Natural features can be used as identifiable references that can be seen from the multiple points of view. For
example, the crack and its tip can be used to determine the relative positioning of the two cameras [14–16]. Artificial
features that are visible from all cameras can also be used. They are usually encoded in the speckle, as in the work of
Shao et al. [17]. They can also take the form of marks deposited by the experimenter [18]. In the vision community, the
construction of dynamic systems composed of FF cameras and very narrow views enables ‘gigapixels’ imaging systems
to be built by stitching them together [19]. These different methods rely on the detection of common features in images
acquired at different scales. Some of these features might be extracted manually, but most of the information can be
identified automatically using feature detection algorithms such as scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) [20] or
speeded up robust features (SURF) [21]. The calculation of the relative positioning of the different cameras with respect
to each other can then be computed from the knowledge of the feature positions using classical bundle adjustment
methods [22]. Local correlation approaches, that consider disconnected subset independently [23], can perform either
geometric or photometric stitching [24]. To estimate the rigid transformation between two 3D point clouds, the geomet-
ric stitching method uses 3D corresponding points, and the photometric ones use 2D ones (in the images). Both are
available for instance in VIC 3D © [25]. Up to now, the merging of several 3D DIC displacement fields (NF and FF for
example) was usually performed with extra stitching steps (interpolation of overlapping data) [13, 26]. Instead, a priori
calibration classic to FE-DSIC is used here to position all the cameras relative to a unique mesh. A multiview calibra-
tion formulation, as proposed in previous works [15, 16, 27], was used with a reference texture [14]. A dedicated solu-
tion algorithm, using SIFT as an initial guess following other works [12, 28], is proposed to perform this multiscale
calibration.

So far, in all the cited literature, the techniques look more like a juxtaposition and a posteriori stitching of multiple
classical DIC measurements. In contrast, a true multiscale SDIC approach is proposed here. Recent global correlation
approaches are formulated as a grey level conservation problem in the world coordinate system [27, 29] that seems
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more appropriate for such multiscale data assimilation DIC than subset-based methods. More specifically, FE-SDIC [27]
was used in this study. In FE-SDIC, the same FE mesh can be used for both the measurement of the 3D displacement
field and the numerical simulation. This allows for a very convenient coupling of simulations and measurements
(boundary conditions assessment, direct comparisons of nodal displacement fields, etc.). But the main advantage here,
is that, once the different cameras are positioned relative to a mutual reference (i.e., the mesh coordinate system), the
displacement measurement (defined on the whole entire surface of the specimen), can be performed from all the cam-
eras regardless of their scales or positions. In a 2D configuration, Passieux et al. used homographic functions to relate
NF to FF data [12]. They initialized their algorithm with matched points between the two fields of view using a SIFT
algorithm [20]. On the same 2D dataset, Bouclier and Passieux were able to couple NF and FF mechanically regularized
measurements using Lagrange multipliers [30]. Both methods allowed the computation of a continuous displacement
solution defined on a unique mesh taking advantage of both NF and FF images, but they were (1) limited to 2D config-
urations and (2) did not use all the available images because the FF images were not used in the NF region.

The proposed multiscale DIC framework uses all the available images to improve the measured kinematic fields. In
other words, to compute the displacement at one point (in the FE mesh), all the grey levels of all available images are
used to estimate the displacement. This means that the same region is measured from cameras with possibly very differ-
ent resolutions. The question of the speckle pattern scale is therefore central. The measurement resolution in DIC is
related to the pattern feature size. The latter should be carefully chosen to achieve the target resolution. More precisely,
the Good Practices Guide of iDICs [31] recommends an ideal pattern feature size of 3–5 pixels. However, in a multiscale
context, a pattern optimized for the NF is likely to be too fine for the FF. For a two-scale analysis, Bomarito et al. [32]
first proposed an interesting technique to generate a two-scale pattern. In this work, for the sake of genericity, a so-
called fractal speckle [33] was used. This pattern, which has been theoretically shown to be scale invariant, was used
and experimentally tested here for the first time.

This paper presents an alternative Multi-SDIC approach. No additional stitching step is required to obtain a contin-
uous displacement over the entire specimen surface integrating data from all cameras. In the context of large-scale test-
ing, the originality of this work resides in (i) a new multiscale SDIC framework; (ii) a specific calibration procedure
based on a multicamera grey level formulation with an initial guess build using a scale invariant template matching
algorithm; (iii) a generic fractal speckle pattern. The 3D displacements determined by FE-SDIC in the NF and in the FF
are therefore obtained in the same coordinate system and on the same (refined near-notch) mesh.

The paper is organized as follows. The experimental setup is described in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, the scale invari-
ant properties of the fractal pattern are assessed experimentally. In Section 3.1, some basics of FE-SDIC are recalled.
Then, Section 3.2 presents the new calibration procedure, and the multiscale SDIC displacement technique is detailed
in Section 3.3. The conclusion and discussion are detailed in Section 4.

2 | EXPERIMENTAL TEST CASE

2.1 | VERTEX test bench description and material

The experimental test bench used in this work (Figure 1) has been developed by Castanié [4] and first used by Serra
et al. at the Institut Clément Ader in 2014 [15, 34].

The specimen is bolted to the upper surface of the centre box structure with 128 fasteners. Once bolted, the
remaining ROI is 400 � 400 mm2. The actuators are driven in displacement control. When actuators 1 and 2 apply a ver-
tical load, the central box is subjected to bending, and the plate (top facet of the central box) is loaded in compression or
tension. When actuators 3 and 4 are activated, the centre box is subjected to torsion, and the plate is loaded in shear.

As underlined by Serra et al. [15, 35, 36], one difficulty with this test method is accurately assessing the plate forces
and moments distributions applied to the specimen. Because of numerous structural redundancies (hyperstatism) of
the test rig and the dependency of the test rig stiffness to the stiffness of the tested specimen, it is not easy to know the
transfer function that links actuator forces to fluxes actually entering the specimen. Therefore, an in situ measurement
is needed. The authors opted for SDIC using several stereo camera rigs (Figures 1—bottom and 2). Two 29MPx cameras
are used to create the required ‘intrinsic’ texture (Section 3.2). They are not used to perform real-time monitoring of
the test due to limited bandwidth (<29MPx/s), storage and computation issues. Two 5 MPx camera stereo rigs are
rather used to record, respectively, (i) FF images of the specimen and (ii) NF images of a notch end. The aim is to
obtain, respectively, (i) the global behaviour of the specimen and (ii) an accurate displacement field in the high stress
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concentration region. The acquisition frequency was set to one frame per second while a test lasts several minutes. The
available DIC hardware parameters are summarized in Table 1.

2.2 | Fractal speckle

One of the most important elements in DIC is the pattern deposited on test sample surfaces, as measurement accuracy
strongly depends on specific features of this pattern [37]. The International Digital Image Correlation society empha-
sized the necessity to have a speckle pattern function of the field of view. The first rule of thumb to use is to have a
speckle at least 3 pixels in size to avoid aliasing [38]. Complexity arises when several cameras with different resolutions
are used to monitor the same specimen. A unique speckle cannot easily be optimized for several image resolutions.
Therefore in some works [27], zones with different speckle sizes have been defined. In Figure 3, most of the speckle pat-
tern is adapted to FF cameras that observe the whole plate. For NF cameras, observing crack propagation, the speckle
size is much smaller that results in a better measurement accuracy.

However, zones with smaller speckle sizes at the notch tips may turn uniformly grey for FF cameras. This will
induce very noisy results. Indeed, the second rule of thumb that is to have 2–3 speckles within a subset [39] would not
be respected. Bi-scale patterns have been created so that the full image can be seen simultaneously by two cameras with
different resolutions [32]. The limits to this methodology are that there is little chance that just two scales would be
enough for industrial structures and that these two particular scales should be known precisely before the beginning of
the experiments [40].

A better multiscale pattern is therefore needed. An innovative one based on a fractal (self-affine) surface has
recently been developed by Fouque et al. [33]. Details about how to numerically generate this type of pattern from a

FIGURE 1 Top—schematic diagram of the VERTEX test rig; bottom—photograph of the VERTEX test rig—close-up view on the

cameras.
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desired auto-correlation function are available in the aforementioned paper but will not be recalled herein. However,
before using this pattern for stereocorrelation purposes, we investigated its grey level conservation properties. Compari-
sons of the grey level histogram after 5 levels of downscaling have been performed between three types of speckles
deposited on top of our large composite specimens (Figure 4): (a) spray paint (manually deposited), (b) printed Perlin
noise and (c) printed Fractal. Both prints have been done by the same printer. The Fractal speckle does maintain a larg-
est histogram after several downscaling operations and therefore seems well adapted for our multiscale monitoring of
the sample tested on the VERTEX bench.

2.3 | Material and loading

The specimen geometry considered for this study (Figure 2) is a 558 mm * 536 mm flat plate, with 128 holes to bolt the
specimen to the test bench, which leaves a 400 mm * 400 mm gage region. The plate is a 9-ply composite laminate

FIGURE 2 Views from the 6 different cameras used on the VERTEX test rig.

TABLE 1 DIC hardware parameters.

Setups FarField NearField Texture

Camera AVT Pike AVT Pike Prosilica GT6600

Resolution 2402 � 2052 2402 � 2052 6576 � 4384

Focal length 16 mm 50 mm 16 mm

Standoff distance 1 m 1 m 1 m

Stereo angle 23.5� 17� 26.3�

Image scale 3.2 pixels/mm 14.1 pixels/mm 7.7 pixels/mm

SERRA ET AL. 5 of 18
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obtained from carbon/epoxy prepeg plies polymerized in autoclave. The stacking sequence is kept confidential with a
total thickness of 1.125 mm. Due to confidentiality issues, material name and parameters cannot be disclosed. A central
notch of 100 mm has been milled. A Tension + Shear loading is applied to the specimen until total failure. Jacks 1 and
2 (Figure 1) are used to apply tension in the specimen through bending of the central box. Jacks 3 and 4 are used to
apply shear in the specimen through torsion of the central box.

3 | MULTISCALE SDIC

The limited amount of information (1 scalar value per pixel), its quantization (1 integer between 0 and 255) and its dis-
crete repartition (sampling) makes DIC an ill-posed problem. Several approaches to circumvent this issue have been
employed. The most common one is to assume the unknown displacement to be continuous over the entire ROI. It is
usually sought as a linear combination of a set of shape functions that can be of different types. One convenient choice
is offered by meshes used in the FE method because it allows for straightforward connections between experiment and
simulation: the same FE mesh used for the displacement field measurement can also be used for numerical analyses.

FIGURE 3 Plate from the VERTEX project [34] with two different speckle sizes.

FIGURE 4 Amplitudes of grey levels repartition after 5 levels of downscaling for (a) spray paint—50, (b) printed Perlin—40 and

(c) printed Fractal—120.
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3.1 | SDIC

3.1.1 | Calibration

In this work, as 3D displacement measurements were needed, an SDIC method has been used. Recent developments
on global approach to SDIC have shown the great adaptability and resilience of the method [16, 27]. Moreover, the FE-
SDIC method simplifies the comparison between experimental results and numerical simulation by using FE shape
functions as a basis in the measurement algorithm.

Before performing any displacement measurement, one needs to determine the properties of the cameras through a
calibration phase. Camera models are an elementary tool in DIC and SDIC enabling a description to be obtained of
how a point in the three-dimensional space is captured by a camera in a two-dimensional picture. Figure 5 recalls the
main parameters of a pinhole model of a camera.

In order to use the FE geometry and kinematic within the 3D-DIC problem [41], Pierré et al. [27] reformulated the
minimisations associated with the method, using the 3D mesh as a support and its associated frame as the world

FIGURE 5 Model of one camera going from the world coordinate system (Rw in meters) to the image coordinate system (Rpix in pixels)

using extrinsic and intrinsic parameters [40].

FIGURE 6 Extrinsic parameters for a stereo rig (adapted from Fouque [40]).
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coordinate system. This enables a straightforward dialogue between simulation and DIC. With this methodology, one
needs to determine the extrinsic parameters of each camera relative to the mesh reference coordinate (T and T0—Fig-
ure 6) whereas numerous commercial correlation software that only use pixel data only need the transformation matrix
to go from the reference camera to the other one (Ts—Figure 6).

The classic photogrammetric calibration using targets is enough to both determine the intrinsic parameters of each
camera and the transformation matrix to go from the reference camera to the other one. However, to determine the
extrinsic parameter of each camera relative to the mesh reference coordinate, an additionnal step is required.

The minimization problem to solve for a stereo rig is the following:

p0
�
,p1

� ¼ argmin
Z
Ω

f 0 P0 X ,p0
� �� �� f 1 P1 X ,p1

� �� �� �2
dX ð1Þ

with pc the parameters (intrinsics and extrinsics) of the projector Pc of a given camera and f 0, f 1 the reference
images of the camera 0 and 1, respectively. The intrinsics are being fixed for this problem because they have been deter-
mined with the calibration target. Only the extrinsics vary. X(X,Y,Z) evolves in Ω, the surface mesh. Equation (1) is
nonlinear and is solved using a Gauss–Newton algorithm. A good initialization is therefore crucial. One possibility [42]
is to identify specific points that can be easily recognized both on the image and on the mesh. Vertices and notch
extremities will be used in the present case (Figure 7). The initialization of these parameters is performed for each cam-
era by minimizing the grey level residual between the feature marks (identified on the image) and the projection on the
image of the physical positions of the same feature marks (identified on the mesh). It is the same bundle adjustment
type problem as for the intrinsic calibration with a calibration target. If this type of initialization is not enough, one can
set up an extra step minimizing the distance to feature marks (lines, circles) using level-set methods [42].

The initial shape measurement can be performed using the same formulation as the one described by Equation (1)
but with X (X, Y, Z) as the quantity sought. In this case, only the Z coordinate can be modified to avoid convergence
issues. As detailed by Colantonio [42], to improve both speed of the algorithm and residuals, an alternate minimization
can be processed: one to determine extrinsic parameters and one to determine the initial shape of the specimen.

3.1.2 | Displacement measurement

The FE-SDIC formulation used in this paper can be derived from the minimization of the grey level residual between a
reference picture f ref and a deformed picture f def :

FIGURE 7 Left—mesh used for measurement with feature marks. Right—mesh positioned on the image for the camera 0 (29MPx) after

extrinsics calibration.
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u� ¼ argmin
X
cam

Z
Ω

f camref Pcamð Þ� f camdef u,Pcamð Þ
� �2

ð2Þ

with, u, the unknown 3D displacement and Pcam the projector relating the 3D world coordinates to the 2D pixels of
the image. To solve this problem in a finite dimension space, displacement u is chosen to depend on a finite number
of parameters q, sometimes referred to as degrees of freedom. A Gauss–Newton scheme is used to minimize the above
minimization problem. At iteration k, the linearization around the solution u written as a function of parameters q [27]
leads to

X
cam

Mcam,k
dic

 !
q¼

X
cam

bcam,k
dic

 !
ð3Þ

with M¼ R
Ω
rf ref

∂u
∂q�rf ref

∂u
∂q; b¼

R
Ω
rf ref

∂u
∂q� f ref � f def

� �
; and cam is the camera's index.

Among the different choices available to describe the displacement u, we chose to use the same FE basis as the one
used in the simulations. The elements in this case are shell elements (Q4).

3.2 | A new calibration procedure

Sometimes, natural features such as cracks or edges are not available to help initiate calibration. One way to avoid
using artificial markers (embedded in the speckle or not) and have full flexibility regarding the position of the focused
area is to capture the ‘intrinsic texture’ of the specimen offline. For more than 2 cameras, the cost of the minimization
(Equation 1) problem to determine extrinsic parameters of all cameras increases quadratically because reference images
of all cameras are compared two-by-two. For n cameras, there are n n�1ð Þ

2 couples. Dufour et al. [16] created a reference
object bf where a texture is created (Equation 4). It is then possible to minimize the grey levels residual between each
camera and this object. Therefore, only n couples are to be considered.

bf ¼ 1
Ncam

X
cam

f cam Pcamð ÞÞ ð4Þ

with Ncam the total number of cameras.
In the present work, we took inspiration from Dufour et al.'s idea [16] and used the high-resolution cameras

(29MPx) to establish a reference ‘texture’ bf defined by the image taken by Camera 1 (Figure 2). This reference texture
will be used in the calibration process and will act as a ‘virtual’ calibration target. A high resolution has been taken for
the large field of view to be comparable in terms of resolution with the 5MPx in the focused (NearField) area. It has to
be noted that the concept of ‘texture’ has recently been extended by Fouque et al. within the Photometric DIC
framework [43].

The calibration procedure followed is presented in Figure 8, and each step is detailed in the following paragraphs.

3.2.1 | Intrinsics calibration of all cameras

For cameras that have a large field of view (‘Texture’ and ‘FarField’), a large calibration target is used
(6 � 5 � 60 mm). For cameras focused on the side of the notch (‘NearField’), a small calibration target is
used (12 � 9 � 5 mm). During the experiments, we used a white blanket to cover the bolt holes of the machine in order
to facilitate calibration target circles detection in the images. The methodology presented in Section 3.1.1 was used. For
all 6 cameras, the standard deviation between the positions of the calibration target circles detected on the images and
calculated from the projectors converged below 0.5 pixels. Calibration residuals are calculated (in pixels) for each cam-
era (0 and 1) and are available in Table 2. For each camera (0 or 1), the value represents the standard deviation of the
difference in pixels position of the detected circles centre and the position calculated from the projectors.
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3.2.2 | High-resolution cameras (29MPx) extrinsics calibration

The extrinsics of the ‘texture’ cameras have been determined using the methodology described in Section 3.1.1. Six points
have been used as feature marks to initialize the parameters values (Figure 7–left). Afterwards, extrinsic parameters have
been determined minimizing the difference between images coming from Camera 0 and 1. The output is the mesh cor-
rectly positioned in the image (Figure 7—right). In this case, the calibration/shape measurement phase is considered cor-
rectly converged when the standard deviation of the grey level difference between the images from Cameras 0 and 1 goes
below 2% of the dynamic (average of the grey level amplitudes). Calibration residuals are calculated (in % of the image
dynamic) and are presented in Table 2. The value represents the standard deviation of the difference in pixel level deter-
mined at the projected positions of the Integration Points in the left (camera 0) and right (camera 1) reference images.

3.2.3 | FF and NF cameras (5MPx) extrinsics calibration

Identical procedures have been used for both FF and NF rigs (both cameras 0 and 1). The first step is to initialize extrin-
sics with feature marks that will be created from the speckle paint itself. Blobs are detected in the high-resolution cam-
era (top left—Figure 9) and in the camera we want to calibrate (top right—Figure 9) using the SIFT algorithm. SIFT is
a scale invariant template matching technique. It means that it can recognize features or fiducials even if they are
rotated or scaled. Thanks to this property, SIFT is usually used to help grey level-based registration techniques when
initialization in challenging, for instance in multiscale framework [12] or in large deformations/rotations [28].

Second, each blob of the first set (high-resolution camera) is tested against the second set (camera to calibrate) using
the results of an intercorrelation of windows around blobs. When the images are of different resolution (29Mpx of

FIGURE 8 Multiscale calibration procedure.

TABLE 2 Calibrations residuals.

Camera 0 Camera 1

29MPx intrinsics calibration residuals 0.26 pixels 0.29 pixels

29MPx extrinsics calibration residuals 2.30%

5MPx FF intrinsics calibration residuals 0.35 pixels 0.89 pixels

5MPx FF extrinsics calibration residuals 3.28% 3.66%

5MPx NF intrinsics calibration residuals 0.12 pixels 0.11 pixels

5MPx NF extrinsics calibration residuals 6.88% 6.27%

10 of 18 SERRA ET AL.
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texture camera and 5MPx of Farfield camera), the image of the lower resolution is interpolated using B-splines (bot-
tom—Figure 9). The common blobs in both images will serve as keypoints (Figure 10). Calibration residuals are calcu-
lated (in % of the image dynamic) for each camera (0 and 1) and are available in Table 2. For each camera, the value
represents the standard deviation of the difference in pixels levels determined at the projected positions of the Integra-
tion Points in the reference images of the camera to calibrate and the HR camera (texture).

Keypoints coordinates in the images are then identified (uk5, vk5) in the 5MPx images and (uk29, vk29Þ in the 29MPx
images. As the high-resolution cameras are fully calibrated, the coordinates of the Integration Points xk29,yk29,zk29ð Þ
whose projection in the images is the closest to the keypoints detected (uk29, vk29Þ can be determined. Instead of deter-
mining these coordinates using an inverse projection, this approximation simplifies the algorithm with an acceptable
accuracy (<0.5 pixels). The extrinsics of both NF and FF cameras are then initialized by minimizing the residual
between the keypoints coordinates in the images (uk5,vk5) and the projection of the coordinates of the Integration Points
[ xk5,yk5,zk5ð Þ = xk29,yk29,zk29ð Þ]. It must be noted that a minimum number of 3 keypoints were required to initialize the
calibration of extrinsic parameters. Moreover, even though a qualitative study has not been undertaken in the present
work, the more the keypoints used are distant, the smaller are the correlation residuals (after the initialization phase).
The keypoints are only used as an initialization for the actual calibration algorithm that uses a global grey level formu-
lation and thus relies on all (as many as possible) pixels in the ROI. As such, the accuracy required is limited to bring-
ing the parameters sufficiently close to the solution to make the following minimization algorithm converge
(Equation 5).

FIGURE 9 Top left—blob detected in the 29MPx image; top right—blob detected in the 5MPx image; bottom—window of correlation

(5MPx) interpolated on a 29MPx resolution.
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X
cam

Z
Ω

f cam5MPx Pcamð Þ�bf� �2
dX ð5Þ

In the present case, the number of 5MPx cameras is 4 (Camera 0 and 1 for NF and FF). This procedure defines inte-
gration points in the HR image (29MPx). Therefore, a pixel in a 5MPx camera might (and most probably will) contains
several projections of these integration points due to the difference between the resolution of the images. However,
these discrepancies do not impact the methodology significantly.

The residual maps (in % of the dynamic) before and after the minimization of Equation (3) are displayed in
Figure 11 for the FF (Camera 0). Similar behaviour has been observed for the other FF cameras as well as for NF ones.
A graphic output of this extrinsics calibration phase is the positioning of the projection of the mesh in the image.
Figure 12 (top) displays it for Camera 0 of the NF system.

FIGURE 10 Blobs detected in the 29MPx image (left) and 5MPx image (right).

FIGURE 11 Residual map between 5MPx FF and 29MPx images from Camera 0 (% of the dynamic).
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3.3 | A new displacement measurement

3.3.1 | Classic mesh

Multiscale advantage is to be able to benefit both from a large field of view (5MPx—FF) and a focused field of view
in the zone of interest (5MPx—NF). One solution would consist in performing measurement with NF cameras with
the mesh associated (Figure 12—bottom) on one hand and FF cameras with the mesh associated (Figure 7—right)
on the other hand and to manually replace the displacement measured by the NF cameras in the zone near the
notch in the global mesh. To avoid the hassle, the authors present here a way of merging the data from NF and FF
cameras.

FIGURE 12 Top—mesh positioned on the image for the camera 0 (5MPx—NearField) after extrinsics calibration; bottom—partition of

the mesh used for NearField measurement.
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The degree of freedoms numbering and the connectivity of the global mesh are kept for the local mesh. From
Equation (3), one can define Mcam Farfield

dic , Mcam Nearfield
dic , bcam Farfield

dic and bcam Nearfield
dic such that at iteration k of the Gauss–

Newton solver becomes as follows:

X
cam Farfield

Mcam Farfield,k
dic þ

X
cam Nearfield

Mcam Nearfield,k
dic

 !
q¼

X
cam Farfield

bcam Farfield,k
dic þ

X
cam Nearfield

bcam Nearfield,k
dic ð6Þ

The sparse matrix Mcam Nearfield
dic therefore contains many zeros compared to the sparse matrix Mcam Farfield

dic

(Figure 13).
Figure 14 outputs the displacement along X axis just before the first damage occurs. The left part of the image has

been obtained through stereo DIC using only the FF cameras. The right part of the image has been obtained through
stereo DIC using both FF and NF cameras with the formulation described in Equation 6. It is very clear when compar-
ing the zoomed area around the notch that the additional data from the NF cameras enriched the measurement. One

FIGURE 13 Left: sparse matrix Mcam Farfield
dic ; right: sparse matrix Mcam Nearfield

dic .

FIGURE 14 Displacement (�20) along X axis focused in a zone around the notch—just before first failure. Left—measurement from

5MPx FF; right—measurement from 5MPx FF + NF.
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can notice that the displacement variation is a lot smoother as well as the notch contour. Moreover, residuals (in grey
levels) have been determined using NF images (camera 0) and displayed on the partition of the mesh near the notch in
Figure 15. Two configurations have been studied: one with the displacements determined using only the FF images
(left) and the other one with the displacements determined using both data from FF and NF images (Equation 6). One
can notice a small reduction of the residuals with the new displacement measurement (NF + FF). The same methodol-
ogy has been followed on the global mesh and using FF images, and similar results have been obtained regarding the
residuals. The standard deviation obtained was 1.82% (of the dynamic of the image) regardless of the use of NF images.
This can be explained by an improvement obtained on the displacement field (Figure 14) that is too small to be detected
when calculating the residuals on images with ‘big pixels’ (FF).

The DIC analysis parameters used for the correlation are summarized in Table 3.

3.3.2 | Refined mesh

Usually in DIC, the question of the FE measurement mesh size always involves a trade-off. Indeed, the ‘True Error’ is a
combination of ‘systematic error’ (FE error) that rises linearly with the size of the element and ‘random error’ (DIC
error) that is inversely proportional to number of pixels in the element (therefore to the size of the element). The objec-
tive of multiscale measurement is to locally add pixels in areas where smaller FEs are needed for a better description of
the kinematic fields. The Fractal-type speckle pattern we used is perfectly adequate for this configuration, as detailed in
Section 2.2. Measurement has been performed with a refined mesh around the notch as displayed in Figure 16. The
results are extremely similar to the one obtained with the uniform mesh. One can distinguish a bit more noise on dis-
placements for the refined mesh configuration when they are scaled 50 times (Figure 16). In other words, refined mesh
results are consistent since the speckle pattern remained unchanged and the size of the elements decreased. To take full
advantage of this refined pattern, future work is planned to perform correlation after the first crack propagation.

TABLE 3 DIC analysis parameters used for the correlation.

Setups FarField NearField + FarField

DIC software Pyxel Pyxel

Image filtering Blur 1px Blur 1px

Element size 5 mm * 5 mm 5 mm * 5 mm (FF)
2.5 mm � 2.5 mm (NF)

Element type Q4 Q4

Interpolant Cubic spline Cubic spline

FIGURE 15 Residuals in grey levels using NF images (just before failure and reference one) of camera 0: left—using displacement

calculated from FF images only; right—using displacement calculated from FF and NF images
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4 | CONCLUSIONS

A 6-camera system has been developed to measure the 3D displacement field of a notched composite laminate subjected
to a biaxial loading. The goal is to obtain data both at the boundaries of the specimen (to provide regularized boundary
conditions for numerical models) and around the notch (where higher displacement gradients are expected and should
be captured). Therefore, two 5MPx cameras were selected to monitor the specimen with a wide field of view and a sec-
ond pair for displacement measurements around the notch to take advantage of higher resolution. In order to avoid
aliasing problems that often arise when using different cameras resolution, a Fractal-type speckle pattern [33] was
adopted. The latter can be used over a very wide range of resolutions because the recorded grey distribution does not
shrink much when downscaled.

Two high-resolution cameras (29MPx) were used prior to the test to create an ‘intrinsic texture’ that will help cali-
brate the FF and NF camera systems without the use of external feature marks. The ‘texture’ cameras are classically
calibrated, then common features are detected between 5MPx images and 29MPx images, and eventually, a bundle-type
adjustment method is used to initiate the calibration. Minimization is sought between each camera and the ‘intrinsic
texture’ as opposed to the traditional formulation that compares each possible pair of cameras. Low correlation resid-
uals demonstrate the quality of this methodology.

Our approach does not require any 3D stitching operations because the multi-camera system provides all the 3D
measurements directly in a common coordinate system. A step forward has been made by merging data from the NF
measurement into the FF measurement. The results in terms of displacement fields clearly outline a benefit (less noise)

FIGURE 16 Displacement (�50 times) along X axis focused in a zone around the notch—just before first failure. Left—measurement

from Farfield + NearField Uniform mesh; right—measurement from Farfield + NearField Refined mesh.
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in the enriched zone (more information per element). A first attempt was made with a refined mesh around the notch.
The speckle pattern is still valid for smaller elements due to its fractal properties, and enough pixels per element are
available with the NF data input. The results are consistent and pave the way for numerous work prospects such as
enhanced identification methods (using for example rich strain fields around a notch) and validation of failure simula-
tion models around defects.
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